
Firefighter Initial- Structured Learning Programme
DURATION:     1 week online and 5 weeks fully residential 

Personnel nominated to attend this SLP will have been selected for the role of aerodrome 
firefighter through a rigorous recruitment programme.  This programme should ensure that 
the nominee has the capacity to absorb technical information and the physical capability to 
participate in all practical aspects of the programme.  

Be medically fit in accordance to CAP 168 which now indicates that guidance can be made to 
C&LG entitled “Medical and occupational evidence for recruitment and retention in the Fire and 
Rescue Service” (relevant national standard for non UK students)

PRE ATTENDANCE REQUIREMENTS

The aim of the Firefighter Initial SLP is to provide delegates with opportunities to acquire skills 
and knowledge appropriate for your role and stage of development.

The skills and knowledge that can be acquired during the Firefighter Initial programme have 
been mapped to the CAP699 (Standards for the competence of Rescue and Firefighting 
Service (RFFS) Personnel) and the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) Annex 14: 
Airport Services Manual Part 1 (Rescue and Firefighting)

Active participation in the Firefighter Initial SLP will enable students to acquire competence in 
the following areas, 

• Saving and preserving endangered life at incidents (Unit 1)
• Extinguishing fire at aircraft incidents (Unit 2)
• Maintain operational readiness of resources (Unit 3)
• Site and position Fire Service Vehicles at an incident site (Unit 6)
• Implement action to resolve operational incidents (Unit 7)
• Contain and control spillage or release of hazardous materials (Unit 8)
• Recognise airside hazards and minimise risks (Unit 12) 

(NOTE: Unit numbers refer to CAP699)

AIM

OBJECTIVES

TARGET GROUP
The Firefighter Initial Structured Learning Programme (SLP) is designed to provide initial 
learning and development opportunities to enable individuals to acquire competence in the 
Aerodrome Firefighter role.



About IFTC
The International Fire Training Centre is a leading global resource offering an unrivalled 
range of specialist training, educational and consultancy services to the firefighting community worldwide.

We produce elite, fully accredited firefighters of the highest calibre who have the skills, knowledge and confidence 
they need to protect and safeguard your people, assets and reputation in even the most extreme environments.
In addition to our world-class training and educational programmes, our international network of trusted and 
experienced fire specialists provides expert consultancy services to clients across the globe. 

As a progressive, groundbreaking organisation we have built a proven reputation over three decades for sustained 
innovation, unparalleled industry knowledge, and customer service excellence that is second to none.

Jane Dunn
Business Development Manager   
jane.dunn@serco.com   
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+44 (0) 77388 95973
                              
International Fire Training Centre
Technology House, Durham Tees Valley Airport, Darlington, Co Durham, DL2 1NU 
To view further details and other training programmes available at IFTC visit the website www.iftcentre.com 

Course Bookings
bookings@iftc.co.uk
+44 (0) 1325 331125 / 331106 / 331140

Further details are available from

Assessment

Acquired competence will be assessed by continuous performance monitoring, 
written technical assessments, observation of practical performance and oral questioning.

Successful completion of the Firefighter Initial SLP, and the associated assessments, will 
result in the issue of a CAA endorsed Certificate of Competence (This applies to delegates 
who are employed at UK licensed aerodromes. Non-UK and self sponsoring delegates will be 
issued with an IFTC endorsed certificate of competence)


